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The Astro Naughties - Book of space rules

Introduction
Space. The final frontier.
In a very distant future, mankind finally found their
place among the stars. Inbetween space sharks and space
parasites, humans spend their lives trying to get
successfull and rich.
Of course some people would turn to crime to do that.
Because why would it be any different from earth?
In „Astro Naughties“ each player represents a space
criminal, trying to rob the space bank.
Good luck with that!

Goal

The first player who enters the „Space Bank“ field with 3
different utilities robs the bank and therefor wins. It
doesn‘t matter which utilities that player owns, as long
as they are all different.

Components
• Book of space rules (you are reading it right

now!)

• 47 astro naughties cards
• 6 instant cards
• 4 item cards
• 37 normal cards
• 50 space crystals
• 16 utility tokens
• 4 explosive tokens
• 4 thug tokens
• 4 costume tokens
• 4 getaway rocket tokens
•
•
•
•
•

1
4
4
1
1

start player token
character boards
rockets
game board
spinning wheel
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Set up
1. If you present the game to new people, you need to

play the „2001: A Space Odyssey“-theme in the background
2. Shuffle the astro naughties cards
3. place a rocket for each player on the „Space Bank“
field (which is the starting field)
4. Select a character board
5. determine the starting player and place the starting
player token on their character board
6. Each player spins the wheel once. Space crystals are
placed on the fields selected at random by the spinning
wheel. Space crystals can‘t be placed on fields already
occupied by a player or a space crystal.
7. Each player starts with 3
astro naughties cards

Turn
1. Spin the wheel and place

the space crystals
I.each player spins the
wheel once. Space
crystals are placed on
the fields selected at
random by the spinning
wheel. Space crystals
can‘t be placed on
fields already occupied
by a player or a space
crystal.
2. Play cards face-down

I. each player has to play a card face-down. This card can
either be placed in front of yourself or in front of the
opponent. The effect of this card will affect the player
the card got played to.
II. Item cards have to be played face down into the
inventory. The inventory can hold only one item card. If
the player wants to play another item card, the old one
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has to be discarded.
III. instant cards MUSTN‘T be played in front of you or in
front of the opponent.
IV. After playing the cards, the player has the possibility
to discard a single card from their hand.
3. Flip cards face-up
I. The player will now flip the cards face-uo, beginning

with the starting player. If an item card has been played
into the inventory, it will remain face-down.
II. beginning at the starting player, the effects of the

cards will become active now. Cards from your opponent
become active before your own.
III. Once the effect of a card is

finished, it is discarded. If the
effect stays active for this or
the next round (as stated on the
card) it will remain at the
player, as a reminder, until it
is finished.

4. Move the rocket tokens
I. player now move their

figures, beginning with the
starting player.
II. each player can move three fields, not

considering any boni they might receive from cards.
III. If an effect influences the movement (positive or

negative) it will be taken into account now.
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5. Either get a space crystal or buy utilities
A. get a space crystal
I. If a rocket and a space crystal share a

field, the owner of the rocket
may collect the space
crystal.
II. With collecting the

space crystal, the player
ends their turn.
III. A player can have up to

four space crystals. If
the player has more than
three space crystals they
can not collect another one.
B. buy a utility
I. if a player collected three space crystals, they can

buy utilities in one of the four space stores. One
utility costs three space crystals.
II. buying a utility ends their turn.
III. to win, the player needs to be on the bank field

with 3 different utility tokens.

6. End the round
I. after all effects are finished, all face-up cards are

discarded.
II. each player fills up their hand to three cards.
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III. the starting player token will be placed on the

character board of the next player (clockwise).
IV. the next round begins

Different Astro
Naughties cards
Item cards:
Item cards won’t be
revealed when played. If
you can counter an effect
with your item card in your
inventory you reveal it and then
discard it together with the effect card.
Item cards in your inventory are not hand cards anymore.

Instant cards:
Instant cards are played from
your hand as soon as the
condition is fulfilled. They
can’t be played on yourself
or on your opponent. However, it
counts as a hand card.
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Space Stores
Once a player has 3 space crystals, they can buy
utilities in the space stores.
The utilities are represented by small square tokens.
Once a player has bought a token, they are placed on the
slots marked „Utility“ on the character board.

Boutique
Buy costume
tokens here.

Service Station
Buy getaway
rocket tokens here.

Space Bar
Buy thug
tokens here.

Laboratory
Buy explosive
tokens here.
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